
Selfie Ring Light with extendable tripod
SKU: TESELFIERINGHIGH10

25cm wide LED ring with 1.6m tripod. For those who want unique selfies

ENVIABLE VIDEOS AND SELFIES

The Selfie Ring Light with an extendable tripod  lets you take selfies or do high quality live streaming under any light
conditions. By attaching your smartphone to the tripod (extends up to 1.6m), you can take photos or videos from any height you
want, without having to find furniture or shelves to set your device on.  The LED ring is powered by an integrated USB cable
and is rotatable to 360° . This accessory is also equipped with a flexible arm to angle and tilt the smartphone as needed.

ADJUSTABLE LIGHTING

The 25cm wide LED is perfect for giving your shots and videos just the right amount of brightness. With the control near the LED,
you can adjust lighting intensity and temperature  for maximum image clarity and control every detail in your photo or video.
There are three light temperature levels : white light, warm light and neutral light.

SHOOT AWAY

Thanks to the tripod, you can take selfies with your friends, record video tutorials and challenges or live stream on social media
while standing or sitting. You won't have to worry about staying getting close to your smartphone since a wireless remote
control comes included. This lets you start a video or take a selfie within a 10m operating range.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:

the 25cm wide LED ring always offers the perfect light, diffusing it to just the right point in the environment



the 1.6m tripod gives lets you easily adjust the height for taking selfies.
the wireless remote control has a range of up to 10m
regulating light intensity and temperature enhances details, atmosphere and the environment

WHAT'S INCLUDED:

LED ring on tripod
wireless remote control with battery included
cable



Selfie Ring Light with extendable tripod
SKU: TESELFIERINGHIGH10

Technical data
Legs length: 33 cm  
Maximum width: 85 mm  
Minimum width: 55 mm  
Power connector: USB, 5V  
Included accessories: Remote control  
EAN: 8018417329203  
SKU: TESELFIERINGHIGH10  
Weight: 30 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 60 mm  
Width Pack: 350 mm  
Depth Inner: 350 mm  
Height Pack: 580 mm  
Weight Pack: 1170 g  
Width Inner: 60 mm  
Amount Inner: 1  
Depth Master: 800 mm  
Height Inner: 580 mm  
Weight Inner: 1260 g  
Width Master: 430 mm  
Amount Master: 6  
Height Master: 390 mm  
Weight Master: 8070 g  
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